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Single-electron tunneling in the fractional quantum Hall effect
regime
CWJ Beenakker and B Rejaei
ln\tüuut Lorentz Univeisity of Leiden Leiden The Netherlandi,
A reccnt mean hcld approach to thc fraction il quantum Hall effect (QHE) is rcvicwed with a specidl emphasis on the
applicition to smgle electron tunnthng through a quantum dot in a high magnetic field The thcory is based on the
adiabatic pnnuplc of Greitei and Wilczek which maps an incompressiblc state in thc integer QHE on the fractional QHE
Thc smglc particlc contnbution to the addition spcctium is amlyzed for a quantum dot with a paiabohc confining
potentiell The spettrum is shown to bc relatcd to thc Fock Darwin spectrum m the integer QHE upon Substitution of the
clcttron charge by the fractional quasiparticle chargc Imphcations for the penodicity of thc Aharonov-Bohm oscillations
in the conductance are discussed
1. Introduction
Shortly after the discovcry [1] and identifica-
tion [2] of Coulomb-blockade oscillations in
semiconductor nanostructures, it becamc clear
that this etfect provides a sensitive probe of the
ground state properties of a confined, strongly
mteractmg System Much of the research in the
past few years has concentrated on mappmg out
the energy spectrum in the regime of the integer
quantum Hall effect (QHE) [3-5] In this regime
a conventional mean-field treatment (Hartree or
Thomas-Fermi) is sufficient to descnbe the
mteraction cffects [6,7] These approaches are
insufncient for the subtle correlations of the
ground state in the fractional QHE Rcccntly,
we have employed the adiabatic pnnciple of
Greiter and Wilczek [8] to develop a mean-field
theory of the fractional QHE [9] The many-
body correlations are mtroduced by means of a
fictitious vcctor-potential mteraction, which is
treatcd in mean-field Hence the name vector-
mean-field theory, borrowed from anyon super-
conductivity [10]
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In this paper we review the work of ref [9],
with a particular emphasis on the application to
single-electron tunneling Sections 2 and 3 con-
tain a general descnption of our method In sec-
tion 4 we speciahze to the case of a confined
geometry, viz a quantum dot in a two-dimension-
al electron gas with a parabohc confining poten-
tial We compare the vector-mean-field theory
with the exact diagonahzation of the Hamiltoman
for a small System Sections 5 and 6 deal with the
imphcations of our theory for the penodicity of
the conductance oscillations äs a function of
Fermi energy (section 5) and magnetic field (sec-
tion 6) This matcrial was not reported m our pre-
vious paper An issue addressed in these two sec-
tions is to what extent the penodicity of conduct-
ance oscillations m the fractional QHE can be m-
terpreted in terms of a fractional charge This
issue has bcen addressed previously [11], in a dif-
ferent physical context We conclude in section 7
2. Adiabatic mapping
We consider a two-dimensional electron gas m
the x-y plane, subject to a magnetic field B in
the z-direction The Hamiltoman is
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Σ «(r, - r,)
ι <]
where A is the vector potential associated with
B=VxA, V is an extcrnal electrostatic poten-
tial, and u(r) = e2lr is the potential of the
Coulomb interaction between the electrons. The
adiabatic principle of Greiter and Wilczek [8] is
formulated in terms of a new Hamiltonian
^A = Σ ^  [P, + eA(r,) - e\ Σ a(r, - r,)]'
which contains an extra vector-potential inter-
action. The vector potential a(r) is the field
resulting from a flux tube in the z-direction of
strength h/e, located at the origin:
/7 7 /7
Vxa(r)=-5(r)z. (3)
The Hamiltonian 3Ρ
λ
 is thus obtained from 3f(] by
binding a flux tubc of strength — λ/z/e to each of
the electrons. The flux tubes point in the direc-
tion opposite to the extcrnal magnetic field, cf.
fig. 1.
The vector-potential interaction can be elimi-
nated from $?A by a singular gauge transforma-
tion, under which a wave function Ψ transforms
äs
ν->ψ'= Π
Z -Z
\z. — z, (4)
where we denote ζ,^χ,— \yt. For λ = 2k, with k
an integer, this transformation is single-valucd
and can be writtcn äs
z. -z.
\z, -z, (5)
If Ψ is an eigenfunction of 3/f2k, then Ψ' is an
eigenfunction of %£0 with the same eigenvalue.
Fig 1. Schematic Illustration of the adiabatic mappmg By
attaching negative flux tubes to the electrons thcir density can
be reduccd adiabatically (the forcc which increascs the
clectron-clcctron Separation is providcd by Faraday's law)
Flux tubes contaimng an evcn number of flux quanta can be
rcmoved instantaneously by a gauge transformation. In this
way an init ial incompressiblc statc is mappcd onto a ncw
mcomprcssible state at lower density This mappmg was
proposed by Greiter and Wilczek [8], to map the integer onto
the fiactional QHE In this paper wc apply the mcan-field
approximation of the adiabatic mappmg to a confincd gcome-
try
Let us now Start with an eigenstatc of 2if(), and
very slowly (adiabatically) switch on the vector-
potential interaction by increasing λ from 0 to
2k. After application of the gauge transforma-
tion (5), the initial eigenstate has evolved into a
new, exact eigenstate of the original Hamiltonian
$?„. The adiabatic principle [8] statcs that the
fractional QHE can be obtained by adiabatic
mapping of the integer QHE. The argument is
that an excitation gap is conservcd under
adiabatic evolution, so that incompressibility of
the initial state implies incompressibility of the
final state. Suppose that the initial state consists
of N electrons fully occupying p Landau levels.
This is a uniform and incompressible state of the
integer QHE. The initial electron density is n„ —
peB/h, which corresponds to an average of \lp
flux quantum per electron. This number is an
adiabatic invariant, so that äs we attach the
negative flux tubes -λ/z/e to the electrons, their
density η
κ
 will decrease in such a way that the
total average flux -λ/z/e + Β/η
λ
 per electron
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remams equal to hlpe The final density n7k is The fictitious vector and scalar potentials A' and
thus given by φ' are given by
2kh B
+ -
2*
, , eB
«2, =(ρ l+2k) '-r-, (6)h ' ^ '
which corresponds to a fractional fillmg factor
This is Jain's formula for the hierarchy of fillmg
factors m the fractional QHE [12] For example,
starting from one filled Landau level (p = 1) and
attachmg 2k negative flux quanta to the elec-
trons, one obtains the fundamental senes v = \,
4 , 7 , The second level of the hierarchy Starts
from p = 2, yieldmg v = \, |, Only fillmg
factors < 2 can be reached by this mappmg
A!(r)= l dr' a(r- r')n(r') ,
= dr'a(r- r' )
(9)
(10)
and the ordmary Hartrce mteraction potential is
U(r)=\ dr' u(r-r')n(r') (H)
Note that (m view of eq (3)), B' = -AV x A f and
E' = AV1/·^ The electron and current densities
are to be determmed seif consistently from the
relations
(12)
3. Mean-field approximation
The adiabatic mappmg cannot in general be
carned out exactly (for an artificial, but exactly
soluble model, see ref [13]) In this section we
descnbe the mean-field approximation proposed
in ref [9] The theory is similar to the vector-
mean-field theory [10] of anion superconductivi-
ty In this approximation the flux tubes are
smeared out, yieldmg a fictitious magnetic field
Bf(r) = - \(h l 'e)n(r)z proportional to the electron
density n In addition, a fictitious electnc field
Ef(r) = \(h/e2)z *-j(r) proportional to the Charge
current density j is generated by the motion of
the flux tubes bound to the electrons [14]
Formally, the mean-field approximation is ob-
tamed by mimmizmg the energy functional
j(r) = ~ - Re ψί ,(r)[-iÄV + eA(r)
ter determmant of smgle-particle wave functions
After dropping the exchange terms (Hartree
approximation) the smgle-particle mean-field
Hamiltoman is found to be
(13)
where the ψ
λ
, are eigenfunctions of $?^F
In order to perform the mappmg, the set of N
equations
cy/? M F . j / -ι Λ \
Χ
 λ
 ψ
λ
 , = ε
λ ;(//λ , (14)
is to be solved self-consistently äs a function of
the parameter A, which is vaned contmuously
from 0 to 2k A further simplification results if
the Hartree mteraction potential U is also
switched on adiabatically by the Substitution
U-^(\/2k)U Then, $C™r descnbes a System of
non-mteractmg electrons so that the initial state
can be determmed exactly After apphcation of
the gauge transformation (5), the final /V-elcc-
tron wave function becomes
ι ι
χ <
z, - z,
z, - z.
Σ (- .(r,,)
(15)
(8) where the sum runs over all W permutations p,,
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p2,. .. ,pN of l, 2,. . . , N and (-1)F is the sign of
the permutation. The interaction energy of the
final state is given in the mean-field approxi-
mation by
K,
(16)
with the pair correlation function g given by
= n(r)n(r')-\D(r,r')\2,
N
(17)
(18)
We have developed a numerical method to
solve these mean-field equations self-consistently
by Iteration. In ref. [9] we have compared the
mean-field theory with exact results for the
ground state energy and excitation gap of an
unbounded uniform System. The numerical
agreement is not especially good, but still within
10—20%. What is important is that the qualitative
features of the fractional QHE (incompressibility
of the ground state, fractional charge and statis-
tics of the excitations) are rigorously reproduced
by the vector-mean-neld theory [9]. We will not
discuss the well-understood unbounded System
any further here, but move on directly to a
confined geometry.
4. Quantum dot
We consider a quantum dot with a 2D
parabolic confining potential
(19)
and first summarize some well known facts. The
problem of non-interacting electrons in a uni-
form external magnetic field BZ and electrostatic
potential (19) can be solved exactly [15]. The
eigenstates of energy and angular momentum in
the lowest Landau level are
' exp(- z | 2 /4/ 2 ) , (20)
ψ, =
with the definitions ( = Ί
ω
κ
 = εΒΙιη. The integer / = 0, l, 2 , . . . is the
angular momentum quantum number. The
energy eigenvalue is
l i. | ] /> / \ ί^ίΛ \
The sum of the single-particle energies of N
electrons with total angular momentum L is
E
sp(N,L)=- (22)
Because ω0 enters in the eigenstates (20) only äs
a scale factor (through £), the problem of
calculating the electron-electron interaction
energy can be solved independently of the value
of ω0. More precisely, if Ece(N,L) is the
Coulomb interaction energy for ω() = 0, then the
total energy for ω() ^  0 is given by
Etol(N, L) = (Wo01/2£ec(7V, L) + £sp(7V, L) .
(23)
The groundstate for given ω() is obtained by
choosing the value of L which minimizes
Etot(N, L).
For small N the interaction energy can be
calculated exactly, by diagonalizing the Hamilto-
nian (1) in the space spanned by the lowest
Landau level wave functions (20). The technique
is described by Trugman and Kivelson [16].
Results for the interaction energy ECC(N, L) äs a
function of L for 5 and 6 electrons are plotted in
fig. 2 (open Symbols). To determine the ground-
state value of L one has to minimize Eec(N, L) +
aL, with a =·|·Α(ω - w
c
)(w
c
/w) l / 2 . This amounts
to tilting the plot of E
ec
 versus L with a slope α
determined by the strength of the confining
potential, and finding the global minimum. The
angular momentum values on the convex en-
velope of the plot (dashed curve in fig. 2) are
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Fig 2 Elcctron-clcctron interaction energy of 5 and 6
elcctrons äs a function of thc angular momentum L The
energy is m units of e2/f„, with f„ s (fi/eB)1'2 Tnangles
follow from the adiabatic mapping in mean-field approxi-
mation Squares and circles are exact results, squares repre-
senting incompressible ground states Solid lines are a guide
to thc eyc, dashed lines form the Maxwell construction for
finding ground states (described in the text) Exact results for
7V = 6, L > 39 could not be obtamed bccause of computation-
al restnctions Thc ränge L =s 21 (N = 5) and L =s 29 (N = 6)
can not bc rcached by adiabatic mapping (From ref [9] )
= kN(N-l), (24)
so that the final angular momentum becomes
L = (k + ?)N(N - 1). This state corresponds to
the v = 11 (2k + 1) state in an unbounded system
(p = l in eq. (7)).
Just äs in the case of an unbounded system, we
can start with an incompressible state which
occupies p Landau levels. If Nn (n = 0, 1 , 2 , . . . )
is the number of electrons in each Landau level,
the initial angular momentum eigenvalue is L0 =
^Σ
η
Ν
η
(Ν
η
-1-2η). Here we have used that
the angular momentum eigenvalues in the nth
Landau level are l — n, with / = 0, l, 2 , . . . The
increment AL is still given by eq. (24), so that
the total angular momentum in the final state is
L = ± Σ N
n
(N
n
 - l - 2n) + kN(N - 1) . (25)
To ensure that the initial state is a ground state,
each Landau level should be filled up to the
same Fermi level. This is achieved by ordering
the single-electron energies [15]
global minima for some ränge of ω(). These are
the stable incompressible states of the System, at
which the interaction energy shows a cusp
(squares in fig. 2). Not all cusps are global
minima, for example N = 5, L = 22 and N = 6,
L = 33. These cusps are global minima, or
"meta-stable" incompressible states [16].
We now turn to the vector-mean-field theory.
As initial state of the adiabatic mapping we can
choose the incompressible state |/,, / 2 , . . . , 1 N ) =|0, Ι , . . . , , / V - l ) in the lowest Landau level,
which has total angular momentum L0 = ^ N(N -
1). This angular momentum is conserved during
the adiabatic evolution, during which the elec-
tron density is reduced by exchanging mechani-
cal angular momentum for electromagnetic angu-
lar momentum (at constant number of electrons
in the system). The final gauge transformation
(5) increments the angular momentum by
n,l = 0,l,2,..., (26)
in ascending order and occupying the N lowest
levels. The complete set of incompressible
ground states turns out to consist of the set of
occupation numbers which satisfy
N
n
 = 0 for n~a p , Zj N
n
 = N . (27)
,1=0
The occupation numbers of subsequent occupied
Landau levels thus have to form a strictly de-
scending series.
In fig. 2 the triangulär Symbols are mean-field
interaction energies for N = 5 and N = 6. The
angular momentum values reached by the
adiabatic mapping are dictated by eqs. (25) and
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(27) For example, for N = 5 the smallest L
results from p = 2, k = l, 7V0 = 3, TV, = 2, yielding
L = 22 For N = 6, the smallest value of L is
obtamed by choosing p = 3, k = l, 7V0 = 3, TV, =
2, 7V2 = l, with the result L = 30 The existence
of a smallest value of L corresponds to the
restnction v < \ in the unbounded System (see
section 2) It is evident from fig 2 that all the L
values reached by adiabatic mappmg correspond
to a cusp m the exact interaction energy, i e to a
(possibly meta-stable) mcompressible state The
adiabatic mappmg thus reveals the rule for the
"magic" angular momentum values oi mcom-
pressibihty
For further companson between the mean-
field theory and the exact diagonahzation, we
show in fig 3 the density profile in the \ stdte
(N = 5, L = 30) The agreement is quite reason-
able, m particular the cunous density peak near
the edge (noted in previous exact calculations
[17]) is reproduced by the mean-field wave
function, albeit with a somewhat smaller am-
phtude
Fig 3 Density profile in a quantum dot with a parabohc
connning potential Companson of the mean ficlcl theorv
(solid curve) with the exact result (dotted) Tht plot is tor
N = 5 L = 30 correspondmg to the \ state in an unbounded
System The normahzation length t is defined in the text
(below eq (20))
5. Coulomb-blockade oscillations
Consider the case that the quantum dot is
weakly coupled by tunnel barners to two elec-
tron reservoirs, at Ferrm energy EF By applymg
a small voltage differcnce V between the reser-
voirs, a current / will flow through the quantum
dot The hnear-response conductance G =
hm
v
_0//V is an oscillatory function of EF These
are the Coulomb-blockade oscillations of smgle-
election tunnelmg [18] The penodicity of the
conductance oscillations is determmed by the
7V-dependence of the gioundstate energy t/(7V)
of the quantum dot, i e by its "addition spec-
trum" The condition for a conductance peak is
the equahty of the chemical potential μ(Ν) =
ί/(ΛΗ l)-i/(7V) of the quantum dot and the
chemicdl potential E
r
 of the reservoirs A con-
ductance peak occurs if μ. (7V) = EF for some
integer TV The spacmg of the conductance oscil-
lations äs a function of Ferrm energy is therefore
equal to the spacmg μ (N + 1) - μ. (7V) of the
addition spectrum of the quantum dot
Let us focus on the analogue of the v=pl
(2kp + 1) state in a quantum dot with a paiabohc
confmmg potential Ihis state results by
adiabatic mappmg (with the attachment of 2/c
flux tubes) of an mcompressible state oontaimnj*
7V §> l non-mteractmg electrons distnbuted
equally arnong p Landau levels L et L(N) be the
ground state angular momemum, computed
from eq (25) The smgle-particle (kmetic plus
potential energy) contnbution t/ (7V) to the
ground state energy is computed from eq (22), *
C/
sp(7V) = ^ TV/wü + JrL(/V)ft(o> - wj (28)
The chemical potential ^sp(7V) = £/sp(7V + 1) -
Equation (22) gives the kmetic plus potential energy of N
electrons with angular momentum L in the lowest Landau
levcl The final state of the adiabatic mappmg needs still to
be projcctcd onto the lowest Landau Icvel since it is not
fully in the lowest Landau level for p > l This projection is
crucial in Order to get the kmetic energy nght, but not
essential for a calculation of the interaction energy for
which we use the unprojectcd wave functions
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t/
sp(W) corresponding to t/sp depends on which
of the occupation numbers of the initial state of
the mapping is incremented by one. Suppose
that N
n
—*N
n
 + l. The chemical potential for this
transition is
N„) = N- η)
(29)
In order to remain in the p/(2kp + 1) state, the
electrons which are added to the quantum dot
have to be distributed equally among the p
Landau levels in the initial state of the mapping.
This implies that if the transition 7V— »N + l was
associated with N
n
 — > N
n
 + l , then N + p — » yv +
p + 1 is generically associated with N
n
 +
l-*N
n
 + 2. The chemical potential difference
between these two transitions is
, N„ , N„)
(30)
independent of N and n.
We conclude that the kinetic plus potential
energy contribution to the addition spectrum of a
quantum dot in the p/(2kp + 1) state consists of
p interwoven series of equidistant levels, each
series having the same fundamental spacing δμ5ρ.
For k = 0 we recover the spacing ε
η ;+1 - εη , =
\ϊι(ω — o>
c
) of the single-electron levels (26)
within a given Landau level, which is indepen-
dent of p. Our eq. (30) generalizes this old result
of Fock and Darwin [15] to the fractional QHE.
We emphasize that eq. (30) is directly a con-
sequence of the adiabatic mapping described in
section 4, and does not rely on the mean-field
approximation. We can write δμ,5ρ in a more
suggestive way in the high-field limit ω
ς
 ί> ω0,
when ω — ω
ΐ
~2ωΙ/ω(.. Eq. (30) then takes the
form
(31)2/cp + l
The fundamental spacing in the single-particle
addition spectrum in the fractional QHE is
therefore obtained from that in the integer QHE
by replacing the bare electron Charge e by a
reduced Charge e*. This reduced Charge is recog-
nized äs the fractional charge of the quasiparticle
excitations in the p/(2kp + 1) state [19], al-
though here it appears äs a ground state property
(and only in the limit a>cS>a>0).
Sofar we have considered only the single-par-
ticle contribution to the chemical potential. For a
model system with short-range interactions, this
is the dominant contribution. Coulomb interac-
tions contribute an amount of order e2IC to the
level spacing in the addition spectrum, with the
capacitance C of the order of the linear dimen-
sion of the quantum dot [18]. In typical nano-
structures, this charging energy dominates the
level spacing, and it would be difficult to extract
the l/e*-dependence from the background e2/C
in the periodicity of the conductance oscillations
äs a function of Fermi energy (or gate voltage).
We conclude this section by briefly discussing
the amplitude of the conductance oscillations. It
has been shown by Wen [20] and by Kinaret et
al. [21] that the (thermally broadened) conduct-
ance peaks in the 11(2k + 1) state are suppressed
algebraically in the large-,/V limit. This suppres-
sion is referred to äs an "orthogonality catas-
trophe", because its origin is the orthogonality of
the ground state 1^+,} for N + l electrons to
the state ο^\Ψ
Ν
) obtained when an electron
tunnels into the quantum dot containing N
electrons. More precisely, the tunneling prob-
ability [22] is proportional to \M\ =
K^jv+ikiJ^)!2* where ΨΝ is the N-electron
ground state and the operator c\L creates an
electron in the lowest Landau level with wave
function i[/^L and angular momentum AL =
L(N + l)-L(N). Wen and Kinaret et al. find
that \M\2 vanishes äs N~k when 7V^>°°. In the
integer QHE, the overlap is unity regardless of
N. We have investigated whether the vector-
mean-field theory can reproduce the orthogonali-
ty catastrophe. The calculation is reported in ref.
[9]. The result for the } state (fc = l) is that
\M\2^N~2 for 7v"8>l. (We have not been able to
find a general formula for arbitrary k). We
conclude that the vector-mean-field theory re-
produces the algebraic decay of the tunneling
matrix element for large N, but with the wrong
value of the exponent. In the present context,
the orthogonality catastrophe originates from the
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correlations created by the gauge transformation
(5), required to remove the fictitious vector
potential from the Hamiltonian (2).
6. Aharonov-Bohm oscillations
In the previous section we considered the
oscillations of the conductance äs a function of
Fermi energy (or gate voltage). In the present
section we discuss the oscillations in the conduct-
ance äs a function of magnetic field. Is it possible
to identify these magnetoconductance oscilla-
tions äs hie* Aharonov-Bohm oscillations? A
similar question has been addressed in ref. [11],
for different physical Systems (a Hall bar or
annulus, rather than a quantum dot). We note
that in a quantum dot (a singly-connected geom-
etry) the periodicity of the magnetoconductance
oscillations is not constrained by gauge in-
variance. In a ring, in contrast, gauge invariance
requires an hie periodicity of the oscillations,
regardless of interactions. The transition from
dot to ring has been discussed for the integer
quantum Hall effect in ref. [23].
There is an artificial model which can be
solved exactly, and which permits such an identi-
fication\ This is the model of a hard-core inter-
action, u(r) <* (V2)2^'8(r). In this model the
l/(2/c + l) Laughlin state is the exact ground
state (for some ränge of ω0), with vanishing
interaction energy [16]. The single-particle
energy (28) is then the whole contribution to the
ground state energy. One therefore has [using
(32)
U(N) = ^
The chemical potential μ(Ν) = U (N + 1) - U(N)
becomes (for N9>1 and co
c
 ί> ω0)
μ(Ν) = ±Ha)
c
 + (2k (33)
A conductance peak occurs when μ(Ν) = EF. To
determine the spacing of the peaks äs a function
of magnetic field, we have to specify how the
Fermi energy EF in the reservoir varies with B.
The precise dependence is not crucial for our
argument. A convenient choice is EF = V0 +
?ÄWC, with V0 an arbitrary conduction band
offset. The magnetic field BN of the Mh con-
ductance peak is then given by
(34)
and hence the spacing of the peaks is
2
(35)
with et = e/(2A: + l) the fractional quasiparticle
Charge in the l/(2k + 1) state. For this hard-core
interaction model, the periodicity of the
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in the fractional
QHE is thus obtained from that in the integer
QHE by the replacement e^e*.
For Coulomb interactions, the chemical poten-
tial contains an extra contribution of order Ne2/
C. The spacing Δ.Ο of the magnetoconductance
oscillations is then increased by a factor l + e l
C8^
sp, with δμ5ρ = (2k + \}fu>>2Ql(uc the single-
particle spacing of the addition spectrum. This
factor spoils the l/e* dependence of the period-
icity. For e2/C^>8^
sp the periodicity of the
oscillations is lost altogether. This is the
Coulomb blockade of the Aharonov-Bohm ef-
fect [23].
The Situation is qualitatively different in the
p/(2kp + l ) states with p^l. In that case the
chemical potential depends non-monotonically
on B for a constant N, because the population
N
n
, n = 0, l,. . . , (p - 1), of the Landau levels in
the initial state of the adiabatic mapping varies
with B (at constant Ν = Σ
η
Ν
η
). Each transition
N
n
-*N
n
±l shows up äs a change in slope of
μ(Ν) äs a function of B. The equation μ (N) =
EF can therefore have more than a single solu-
tion for a given N, and hence a series of
conductance peaks can occur äs B is varied,
without incremental charging of the quantum
dot. A similar scenario happens in the integer
QHE, when more than a single Landau level is
occupied [3]. The adiabatic mapping thus pre-
dicts that the Coulomb blockade suppresses the
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in a quantum dot
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of small capaatance, if the dot is m the 11(2k +
1) state, but not m the pl(2kp + 1) states with
7. Conclusions
We have shown how the adiabatic mapping of
Greiter and Wilczek [8] can form the basis of a
mean-field theory of the fractional QHE in a
quantum dot with a parabohc confming poten-
tial. The angular momentum values obtained by
adiabatic mapping of an incompressible ground
state in the integer QHE reproduce the "magic"
values which follow from exact diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian for a small number N of
electrons m the dot. The non-Fermi-liquid na-
ture of the mean-field ground state is illustrated
by the algebraic suppression of the probability
for resonant tunnelmg through the dot in the
limit N—> co (the orthogonality catastrophe of
Wen and Kinaret et al. [20,21]).
The vector-mean-field theory provides insight
into the addition spectrum of a quantum dot in
the fractional QHE, which is the quantity mea-
sured by the Coulomb-blockade oscillations m
the conductance äs a function of Fermi energy.
In this paper we have focused on the single-
particle (kinetic and potential energy) contribu-
tion to the addition spectrum. This is expected to
be the dominant contnbution for short-range
interactions. We have shown that the single-par-
ticle addition spectrum in the v =pl(2kp + 1)
state consists of p interwoven series of equidis-
tant levels, similar to the Fock-Darwin single-
particle spectrum for p filled Landau levels [15].
The level spacing is renormalized by the Substitu-
tion e-^-e", with e* = e/(2kp + 1) the fractional
quasiparticle charge.
A similar fractional-charge Interpretation can
be given to the /z/e1 Aharonov-Bohm type
oscillations in the conductance äs a function of
magnetic field. An exactly solvable model was
considered, involvmg a hard-core interaction
[16]. For realistic long-range interactions, the
charging energy e2/C spoils the simple IIe*
dependence of the periodicity. We predicted,
from the adiabatic mapping, that the pericdic
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in a quantum dot
with small capacitance are suppressed for filhng
factors |, |, !,..., but not for higher levels of
the hierarchy. This prediction should be amen-
able to experimental venfication.
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